
CORN GROWING

Theme For Boys and

Girls.

Something For Everybody To

Know About Planting and

Growing Corn.

A writer in the Corn Magazine, of
Waterloo, Iowa, says:

This is just the time for us to talk
over the many interesting things
about the corn plant.

When 1 bet'in to think of the many
things that we could take up in this
issue that would be of interest to the
boys and girls, it just seems to me
upon second thought that there would
be nothing quite so interesting as to
talk about the com plant right at
this time of the season when the corn
plants are so well developed, so that
vou can look one of them over care-
fully and see for yourself the things
that I am going to teli you about.

In the tirst place it seems that pos-

sibly we had better begin right with
the corn kernel. Vou will remember
we have already taken up how the
corn kernel germinates, sprouts as
we called it, sending forth the root
stalks and the stem sprout which
were to grow until finally there would
be produced a plant that would bear
an ear of corn.

It is strange, isn't it, how you can
put a little kernel of corn into the
ground a couple of inches deep, and
before long we will tind a little stem
coming up through the ground, and
when we come to investigate we also
find that right beneath the stem
there are a lot of little, line, hairlike
roots, which are penetrating their
way through the soil getting nourish-
ment to support the plant that ap-

pears above the ground.
Now then in the first place I want

to talk to you about the roots of the
corn plant, and then we will go right
on until we come to the finished plant
itself.

Cora Roots.

You probably never fully reailzed
how completely the little roots scat-
ter out through the soil, and how
rapidly they spread.

Let me just illustrate this, so you
will better understand it. Vou know
that the corn rows are three and one-hal- f

feet apart, generally, and would
you believe it, that in about thirty
days' time after the little corn ker-
nel has been plauted, that these fine
roots will have reached so far from
the plant that the roots from the
different rows will come together,
and in about two months' time you
will find the roots from one of the
plants reaching clear over to anoth-
er plant, and sometinles extending
past the row, and mind you, many of
these roots at that time will not be
more than from two and one-hal- f to
three and one-hal- f inches below the
surface of the soil.

It is indeed very interesting to know
just how these roots grow, because
when they start out from the plant
they will extend sometimes as much
as three feet to the side of the plant,
and even more: then all of a sudden
they will take a downward shoot. In
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about three months' time after the
corn has been planted it will be found
that tire ground will be fully occu-

pied by these little roots to a depth
of as much as three or four feet
sometimes.

You can see now how important it
is that the corn be cultivated very
shallow, so as not to cut off these lit-

tle roots, because when the roots are
cut off then you can well see how it
is that the corn plant itself has been
injured by cutting off food supply.
Many farmers cultivate their corn
too deep, and thus injure it very much.

I just want you to go out into the
corn field one of these days, and take
a little stick and dig very carefully
in the ground not very far from the
corn plant, and you will soon come
across one of these light colored
roots that is running across from one
row to another, aud if the corn has
not been cultivated deep so as to cut
them off, you will tind that this root
will extend way over into the next
row often, and then it may not be-- j

more than three inches from the sur-

face of the ground.

Secondary Rosts.

Before leaving the subject of roots
I want to take up with the boys and
girls the matter of secondary roots,
as they are called and I wonder if
you know just what they are?

The,, secondary roots are the ones
that start from the joints that ap-

pear above the ground, and ym will
note that the part that grows from
the joint dovn to the ground is of
very good size, and after it reaches
the soil then many little line hairlikV
roots will shoot off from the end of
this stubby portion, as it appears
when you examine it.

Do you know what these secondary
roots are for? They are simply brac-
es for the corn plant. Of course the
tine roots that off aud run
around through the soil do take nou-

rishment from the ground aud help
to supply the corn plant to a certain
extent, but then the main function
of the secondary root is to act as a
brace for the corn stalk. Vou will
find often that there will be as many
as from twenty to thirty of these
brace roots, aud in seasons when the
weather Is quite stormy you will lind
that there are many more brace
roots coming out to support the plant
than there are in seasons when the
weather is not so bad and the plant
is not needing these barces so much,
for after all that is just what the
secondary roots are for to help hold
the corn plant erect.

w

The Stalk.

The next part of the corn plant
that we will consider is the stalk.
No doubt you have noticed that this
is covered by a thin layer that is
very smooth and glossy, and by the
way, it would be quite aditticult mat-
ter for any moisture to get through
this covering of the stalk. Just ex-

amine it and you will fiud how tough
it is.

Of course you know that the mois-

ture is brought in by the roots of the
corn plant, aud not absorbed by the
stalk, as many might think.

Now then just break open a corn
stalk, ana you will find that it is filled
with a soft substance, which is called
pith. In times of drought this pit
acts as a reservoir to furnisn mois-

ture to the plant, and in this way of-

ten helps to tide the plant over these
dry spells.

During the last stages of maturity,
after the frost has practically killed
the leaves, then it is thatthe kernels
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on the ear aje fed for some time
from the plant food that is stored in
the pith of the stalk. I wonder how
many of our boys and givs knew just
how important this pith was in the
production of an ear of corn.

H:w The Corn Plant Grows.

I wonder how many of our boys and
gir's could tell me just how the corn
plant grows? Let me tell you, and
when I have finished telling- you how

it grows theti you will understand
how it is that the corn stalks can
grow so rapidly during the favorable
corn days that we have in the sum-

mer time.
You, of course, have noticed the

joints of the corn stalk, which are
more properly called nodes. Well,
now the com plant grows at each one
of these joints. Not only there, but
it also grows at the extreme tip of
the stem - just think of it. every one
of these joints is doing its best to
make the corn stalk grow taller, and
then in addition to that the extreme
t ip of the stem is doing its share, aud
between them all the corn plants
make a remarkable growth, especial-
ly on a good warm day, following' a
nice rain the night before.

a

The Leaves.

Have you noticed how the leaves
come on the corn stalk? Have you

noticed how they come forth from
these joints or nodes, which I spoke
about? Wonder how many of our boys
and girls ever counted the number of
leaves upon stalk. If you have you
found that it varied all the way from
twelve to eighteen leayes, and some-

times even more, especially where
the corn was thinly planted.

Ilaye vou noticed how the leaves
are arranged alternately, and how
they arise on the side of the stem
that has a little groove place on it?
Possibly you have noticed also that
down next to the corn stalk the leaf
is movable on the internode, which is

that portion between the joints, and
this allows them to swing back and
forth on thestem without causing the
leaf to break loose at the place where
it is connected to the stem.

Have you noticed how the leaves
arise from the joint in the form of a

sheath, which extends upward almost
to the tirst leaf above? Now then if
you notice carefully you will lind that
rhere the blade of the leaf bends

away from the sheath and takes a
horizontal, or outward course, right
there appears to be a hinge.

Now then if you will just take a
corn stalk and pour some water on
one of the upper leaves, so that this
water will rim down toward the stalk,
you will lind that the water will run
from one joint down to another, and
so on, until finally the water will
reach the ground, and that is the rea-
son why you will notice that after a
little rain it is always moist around
the bottom of the corn stalk, because
that portion of the leaf next to the
stalk has caught the water and turned
it down toward the main stalk, and
the water went on downward until it
came right to the ground, where the
corn stalk could use it. Of course the
water that hits on the outer portion
of the leaf will run down to the end
of the leaf and drop off, striking the
ground somewhere between the two
rows of corn, where the water is of
service to the plant by coming in con-

tact with the many roots which, as I

have told you, spread clear out not
only to the middle of the corn row,
but even past sometimes reaching on
into the next row, and sometimes
even beyond it.

And by the way I just want to say
to the boys and girls that it takes a
great deal of water for the corn plant
1 wonder how mauy of the boys and
gifls really know that in order to
make a ton of dry matter (corn with
the water all out oi it) it requires
over 500 tons of water just to make
that one ton of dry matter. You would
hardly believe that, would you, if I

had not told you about it?

How the Ear is Formed.

Now then I know the boys and girls
will be interested in knowing how Hit
ear of corn is formed, and I want to
tell you all about it, so that vou will
fully understand it. In the tirst place
1 told you in the tirst corn paper I

sent you, which was the first issue we
put out, I told you that there was
anywhere from 800 to 1,200 kernels of
corn to the ear, which of course would
vary in different localities, as the.
ears of corn naturally were larger "111

the southern part of the Corn Belt
than they were in the extreme north
ern part of the corn belt.

Now then you have noticed where
the ear comes on the corn stalk, I am
sure. You have noticed the shoot as
we term it. coming out tfrom one of
the joints, and in a little while there
would be some silks coming out from
under the husk, and you have noticed
how these silks at first would be of
a greenish color, and then pretty
soon they would turn brownish color,
and would seem to die and fall off. I

wonder if you know why it acted in

that way? Now let me tell you about
it.

In the first place the boys and girls
will be interested in knowing that

for every kernel of corn that appears
on the cob there is just one silk or
in other words if you have an ear of
corn that had one thousand kernels
on it, hen it would mean that there
were one thousand silks, or one silk
for each kernel. But now yota have
begun to wonder how these kernels
are formed, and why it was that those
silks turned brown a short time
after they came through, and that is
what I want to tell you about so that
you will not forget it.

Before going any further I want to
call your attention to the tassel that
you will tind on top ot the stalk. You
have noticed this tassel with little
sacks, as we might call them, that
hang on by a small slender, threadlike
hair, and no doubt you have noticed
the line, powdery substance that blew
oft from the tassel and was carried
about the field, lighting on the corn
plant, much ot it is often seen on the
leaves ot the corn. I wonder if you
have known just what that tine, pow
dery substance was? Now I want to
tell you.

That is the pollen. And what do
you suppose the pollen is good for?
Now let me tell you about that also.
It is necessary for this pollen to light
on the silk before there can be any
kernel formed. Of course there is a
great deal more pollen than is need
ed, because it has been estimated
that there is as much as thirty million
of pollen grains on a single tassel,
but it only takes one pollen grain to
light on one silk in order to produce
the kernel, so you can see that on an
average there might be as much as
thirty-tw- o thousand times as many
pollen grains as is necessary, butthen
you can easily see how it is that much
of this pollen is being blown about
the field, lights on the ground, etc.,
and naturally there must be a great
deal of excess pollen, or else some of
these silks would not have any pollen
light on them, and then the result
would be that there would be no ker-

nels formed,
These silks then, that come out

from under the litisks, keep nice and
green as you have noticed, until final-

ly the pollen falls down on them, and
as soon as this happens then you will
note that the silks will begin to dry
up, because having been fertilized b

the pollen, they will have fulfilled
their function, and it is time for the
kernels to be made that seems
strange, doesn't it? but if you shouio
happen to tie a paper sack oyer these
silks and keep the pollen from light-

ing on the silks, you would find the
silks would grow out to be as much as
a foot long or more, sometimes, just
simply because no pollen had fallen
on them, and then if you take the
sack off and let the pollen fail on the
silks you will notice that they will
begin to dry up rignt away; which
will show you in a very nice way just
how this works out, as I have told
you above.

Now then I have told you how the
corn plant grows; how the ears are
produced; how marvelous it is that
the plant" protects itself by putting
forth the secondary roots to act as
braces in case of windy weather that
the plant can be held erect. I know
you have been interested in all this,
and I want you to go right out into
the corn field aud look a corn plaut
over, and tind for yourself the things
that I have been telling you about
here in our little talk today.

Of course theie might be some oth-

er things that you will think about
after yon go out and look over the
corn plant, and I want you to feel
free to write aud tell me anything
else you see about the plant that you
wish to make inquiry about, anddon't
be afraid to ask any questions that
you want to, because we are always
glad to hear from the boys and girls,
and always giye their letters piompt
attention, You can always depend
upon it that I will write you prompt-

ly, aud always am glad to help you
iu any way that I can.

Good bye for this time.
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